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A leading midstream energy services provider acquired a new natural gas gathering pipeline during 2006 in the Piceance Basin gas region of
northwest Colorado. Expansion plans included a new gas treating and processing complex in Rio Blanco County, which was to be completed in
late 2008 and would be capable of processing up to 1.50 billion cubic feet per day of natural gas. A key aspect of this expansion was the need
for power, with current power capability falling short of what was needed to support the newly constructed facility.
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Summary:
345kV Transmission Line
Design and Construction
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Goals:
• Meet critical schedule to supply power to
new load
•	Overcome rugged terrain, remote location
and compressed timeframe
• Compress design and materials schedules
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PROJECT ASPECTS:
• 2500 foot canyon span to conquer
• Accelerated design and materials
acquisition
• Helicopter cable pulls to accomplish
stringing
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Highlights:
• Met crucial schedule milestones and
delivered line on time and under budget
• Direct embedded steel pole design
minimized foundation work
• Successfully overcame terrain and issues
of remoteness

a p p l i c at i o n :
White River Electric Association (WREA) was contacted in the fall of 2006 by the energy services provider, who
requested the design and construction of a transmission line dedicated to its new gas processing complex,
plus an expansion of the existing substation and construction of a new substation to provide sufficient energy
capacity.
ESC engineering (ESC) has a long-standing reputation in high-voltage transmission line engineering and was
approached by WREA in early 2007 to design a 26.8-mile, 345kV transmission line originating at WREA’s
Meeker Substation and terminating at a newly constructed McBryde Substation.
This new 345kV transmission line would ultimately deliver power to the McBryde Substation where it would be
transformed to 138kV. From there, several 138kV lines from McBryde would serve the new processing plant,
as well as other plants in the Piceance Basin.

R e qu i r e m e n t s :
ESC’s project involvement consisted of designing the 345kV transmission line, selecting manufacturing contractors and overseeing product procurement, as well as coordinating with WREA and designated contractors
who handled the construction-related aspects of this transmission line project. It was ultimately ESC’s responsibility to make sure that everyone down the line adhered to strict project milestones and delivered on time.
Designing and constructing a transmission line of this magnitude typically takes up to five years and involves
obtaining necessary regulatory approvals and permitting, landowner rights-of-way, and environmental assessments and potential mitigation. WREA was well underway with this preliminary legwork when ESC was contacted regarding the engineering design of the new transmission line. The primary focus for ESC at that point
was to design and coordinate construction of this line in an accelerated timeline to coincide with the opening
of the new gas processing plant. The scheduling for project completion was not negotiable, with the end result
of a brand new 26.8-mile, 345kV transmission line ready to energize in less than two years.

Challenge:
The most challenging aspect of this project was operating under an extremely unforgiving timeframe, with
a very expansive scope of work involving layers of coordination with the client and the manufacturing and
construction contractors. While this was in many ways a standard transmission line design, albeit a large
high-voltage one, a very intense schedule for construction completion was the make-or-break factor in project
success. Dealing with difficult and remote access and terrain with a 2,500-foot canyon span also provided a
significant challenge, while rocky soil conditions were problematic for concrete foundation structures.
Fortunately, there were no significant environmental issues, requiring little, if any, mitigation. While it was
necessary to accommodate the presence of numerous gas pipelines in the vicinity that were existing, under
construction or in the planning stages, as well as making minor design changes to account for new well pads,
there were no external showstoppers that delayed the project timeline.
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Solution:

R e s u lt s :

ESC developed and managed an airtight but realistic project schedule for this high-voltage transmission
line with no cookbook designs or room for error. A detailed plan of action was therefore developed during
project infancy to avoid any oversights and provide for contingency solutions. A preliminary but detailed
cost estimate was also developed very early in the project, which was bid and constructed during a time of
dynamic pricing variation due to the entire industry’s being under great demand stress. Despite this pricing
volatility, initial and subsequent project cost estimates proved to be deliverable.

Completing a major high-voltage transmission line from design through construction
in just under two years is an impressive
accomplishment. Regardless of a short
time fuse to design and construct the
transmission line, ESC came in on schedule and under budget. Initial design work
with aerial surveying started in the spring
of 2007; the majority of the design work
was completed by summer’s end 2007;
steel poles were ordered in late 2007;
equipment delivery and construction began in April 2008; and the transmission
line was completed and energized in November 2008.

To alleviate any procurement or construction-related mistakes that could potentially domino and wreak
havoc with the project deadline, a check-off system was developed to track product procurement and
delivery, construction scheduling, and to inspect key construction jobs for specification and installation
accuracy. Weekly updates and progress charts were also furnished to the client when materials began to
arrive on site in March 2008, through the middle of November when construction was completed.
ESC requested the pole manufacturer to perform a structural design test of the steel pole/davit arm
connection before taking delivery of the structures to verify the design calculations and minimize any lastminute surprises. The tested pole had three separate connection points, each of a slightly different design.
All tests were concluded without any undue distress on the arm, the pole or the arm-to-pole connection.
Approximately 180 structures were designed, of which about 24 were heavy deadends and angles and
heavier tangents for longer spans. Single-pole structures were selected early in the project instead of lattice
structures, which are more typically designed for this type of high voltage transmission line. These singlepole structures were made of heavier steel poles which required more effort with the design, detail, and
procurement, but paid off through lower costs and a less intensive construction process than for lattice
structures.
Structures were mostly direct embedded weathering steel poles, with steel pole deadends and angles on
base plates, anchor bolts and concrete pier foundations. All structures were single-pole except for ten long
span three-pole deadend structures for large angles and canyon spans. This direct embedded procedure
minimized the need to deliver concrete to very remote locations and accommodated the terrain’s hard,
rocky soil.
While a high-voltage, 345kV transmission line is usually designed with concrete foundations, the rugged
topography and remote location required designing massive, direct embedded steel poles – up to 150 feet
in height – that were buried in the ground. Deadend and heavy angle structures along with long canyon
spans were designed, however, with concrete pier foundations varying from 6 to 10 feet in diameter and
from 19 to 50 feet deep.
Helicopters were also utilized for wire stringing along the entire length of the line, as pulling wiring along the
ground over mountains and canyons would have been more labor intensive and expensive.
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Follow-up:
According to follow-up discussions with
WREA every six to eight months since project completion, this 345kV transmission
line has gone through a couple of winters,
is operating flawlessly, and has provided
them with a highly reliable line.
The transmission line presently provides
a radial service to the gas processing
plant. For reliability and to facilitate future
maintenance requirements, this project
may eventually be looped into the 345kV
system with a new line from the McBryde
substation to an existing 345kV line in
northeastern Utah. Should WREA extend
this line, ESC will be on the short list for
any additional electrical engineering design work.
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